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Abstract 
The Swiss engineer Heinz Isler (1926-2009) is among the most prominent figures in shell design. He pioneered 
original ways to control “new shapes for shells”, which were not conceivable in mathematical terms at that time. 
Thanks to a form-finding approach based on the use of physical models, he conceived many shell projects in 
reinforced concrete, from the most common industrial shells developed with the pneumatic membrane principle 
to the more complex ones with the hanging membrane method. His unconventional shells still represent an 
important source of inspiration for today’s structural designers.  
The focus work explores his collaborative projects with local contractors and professionals, who fostered his 
activity as an entrepreneur within the Swiss construction market. On the one hand, his shell series supported his 
engineering office in the development of his more complex free-form shells. On the other hand, they facilitated the 
strong alliance with his most-trusted contractor Heinz Bösiger and many Swiss companies, to become competitive 
in the building industry. In particular, the focus work studies his “System Isler” as a way to develop innovative and 
cheap solutions to conceive, develop and build specific project typologies in prestressed reinforced concrete, such 
as industrial buildings, tennis halls and garden centers. Looking at Isler’s series of reinforced concrete shell, it is 
possible to study the use of new materials and innovative construction techniques that contributed to the 
development of Switzerland as a modern country.  
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